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ABSTRACT

A cryptographic technique is presented that allows an electronic mail sys
tem to hide who a participant communicates with, as well as the content of
communications-in spite of an un-secured underlying telecommunication sys
tem. The technique does not require a universally trusted authority. One
correspondent can remain anonymous to a second, while allowing the second to
respond via an untraceable return address.

The technique can also be used to form rosters of untraceable digital
pseudonyms from selected applications. Applicants retain the exclusive ability
to make digital signatures corresponding to their pseudonyms. Elections in
which any interested party can verify that the ballots are properly counted are
possible if anonymously-mailed ballots are signed with pseudonyms from a
rosier of registered voters. Another use allows an individual to correspond with
a record keeping organization under a unique pseudonym that appears in a
roster of acceptable clients.
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Introduction

Cryptology is the science of secret communication. Cryptographic techniques have been

providing secrecy of message content for thousands of years [Kahn 67]. Recently, some new

solutions to the "key distribution problem" (the problem of providing each communicant with a

secret key) have been suggested [Diffie and Hellman 76, and Merkle 78], under the name of

public key cryptography. Another cryptologic problem, "the traffic analysis problem" (the prob

lem of keeping confidential who converses with whom, and when they converse), will become
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increasingly important with the growth of electronic mail. This paper presents asolution to the

traffic analysis problem that is based on public key cryptography. The military has solved the

traffic analysis problem in their electronic communications networks [Baran 64], but their

approach requires each participant to trust a common authority. In contrast, systems based on

the solution advanced here can be compromised only by subversion or conspiracy of all of aset

ofauthorities. Each participant is an authority in the limiting case.

Notation

Someone becomes a participant in a public key cryptosystem (like that of [Rivcst, Shamir,

and Adleman 78]) by creating a pair ofkeys, AT and K~\ from a randomly generated seed. The

public key Kis made known to the other participants, or anyone else who cares to know it; the

private key /T1 is never divulged. The encryption of A-with key Kwill be denoted K(X), and

is just the image of Xunder the mapping implemented by the cryptogenic algorithm using key

K. The increased utility of these algorithms over conventional algorithms results from the two

keys being inverses of each other, in the sense that

k-Hk(x)) = k(k~Hx)) = x. (d

A message Xis sealed with a public key Kso that only the holder of the private key K '

can discover its content. If Xis simply encrypted with K, then anyone can verify a guess that

Y= Xby checking whether K(Y) = K(X). This threat can be eliminated by attaching a key-

sized string of random bits Rto A'before encrypting. The sealing of A-with K, then, is denoted

K(R,X). Aparticipant signs some material J by prepending a key-sized constant C (all zeros,

e.g.) and then encrypting with its private key, denoted K'HC.X) = K Anyone can verify that

Yhas been signed by checking that K( Y) = C,X.

Mail System

The members of the cryptosystem will include not only those who wish to correspond, but

computers called mixes which will perform the actual shuffling of correspondences en route. A

participant prepares a message Mfor delivery to a participant at address Aby sealing it with the
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addressce's public key K,n appending the address, and then sealing the result with the mix's

public key K{. The left hand side of the following expression denotes this input:

Kx(R\,Ka(RaM),A) - K(l(RaM).A. (2)

The — denotes the transformation of the input by the mix into the output shown on the

right hand side. The mix decrypts its input with its private key, throws away the random infor

mation fl|. and outputs the remainder. The purpose of a mix is to hide the correspondence

between the items it receives as input, and the items it outputs. The correspondence is not

revealed by the values of the uniformly-sized items, because the input items are sealed,

whereas the output items are not. The order of arrival of items is hidden by outputing items in

lexicographically-ordered batches. One might imagine a mechanism that forwards the sealed

messages Ka(R(l,M) of a batch to the addressees, who can then decrypt them with their private

keys.

If a participant gets signed receipts for messages it submits to a mix, then it can provide

substantial evidence that the mix failed to output an item properly. Only a wronged participant

can supply the receipt Y {=K\HC,Kx{RhKa{Ra,M),A))), the missing output X

(=Ka{R(l,M),A), and the retained string /?,, such that K^Y) = C.K^R^X). A mix signs

each batch of output as a whole, so the presence or absence of an item in the output should not

be the subject of dispute.

The use of multiple mixes offers the advantage that any single constituent mix is able to

provide the secrecy of the correspondence between the inputs and the outputs of the entire cas

cade of mixes. Incrimination of a particular mix that failed to properly process an item also

remains possible. An item is prepared for a cascade of n mixes the same as for a single mix;

then it is successively sealed for each succeeding mix:

Kn(RH,K„_{(Rn_h . . . ,K2(R2,K](R],Kll(RaM).A))...)) -. (3)

The first mix yields a lexicographically ordered batch of items, each of the form

K„~i(R„-i K2(R2,Kx{RhKa{Ra,M),A))...) -. (4)

The final outputs of a cascade are of the form Ka(R(l,M),A, the same as those of a single mix.



Return Addresses

We have seen how participant x can send messages to participant >—without y knowing

who x is. Now we will provide a way for y to respond to x, while still keeping the identity of x

secret from y. First, x will form an untraceable return address R„,Ki(Ri.A)% where .1 is its

own real address, and Rtl and R\ are random strings. Then, x will send this return address to y

as part of a message sent by the techniques already described. (Ultimately, two participanls can

exchange return addresses through a chain of intermediaries, where at least one member ol*

each adjacent pair knows the identity of the other member of the pair.) The following indicates

how y uses this untraceable return address to form a response to send to x, via a new kind of

mix:

K,(/?,,A),Ra(M)^ A,R{(Ra(M)). (5)

This mix uses the string of bits /?,, that it finds after decrypting the address part, as a key to

re-encrypt the message part. (Conventional as opposed to public key cryptography could be

used for both encryptions of M) Only the addressee can decrypt the resulting output, because

it created both /?, and R(l.

With multiple mixes, the message part is prepared as for a single mix, and the input is of

the form

K{(RhK2(R2, . . . ,K„-](R„-.l,Kn(Rll,A))...)),Kl(R(l(M)) —. (6)

The result of the first mix is

K2(R2, . . .,K„-l{Rtt-hKll{RH,A))...),R](RaiM)) -, (7)

and the final result of the remaining /?—1 mixes is

Any single mix can ensure the anonymity of the issuer of a return address, provided the

address is used only once. The problem with schemes that reuse return addresses is that a

repeated use will be evident to every mix, because they will see the same address part repeated.

One way to stop multiple uses is for mixes to record address parts, and refuse to pass any

repeats. Alternatively, mixes could change their public keys, signing a new one with the previ-
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ous private key, before each batch; so that a return address would only be valid for a particular

batch. A completely different approach is to insist that each address be used once in each

batch. In this approach, mixes seal message parts (instead of simply encrypting them), and

create dummy messages with address parts that are absent from the input. Filling unused chan

nel capacities with null messages, however, is also necessary to eliminate some potentials for

analysis.

Other Applications

Mixes can be used to form rosters of untraceable digital pseudonyms. A pseudonym is a

public key used to verify signatures made by the anonymous holder of the corresponding

private key. A roster of pseudonyms is created by an authority who can decide which applica

tions to accept, but who will be unable to trace the pseudonyms in the completed roster.

Each application contains both information the authority requires for the acceptance deci

sion, and an un-mailed digital letter. The letter is addressed to the authority and contains the

applicant's proposed pseudonym as the message. Letters from accepted applications are mailed

by the authority. The mail system will process these letters as a single batch. It will be possible

to use the output of the final mix as the roster because the pseudonyms it contains will not

have been sealed with Ka by the applicants.

Applicants could be protected, or at least supplied with incriminating evidence, if the

application and the un-mailed letter it contains are both registered. The address {A) that is

incorporated in a registered letter contains the usual address of the recipient along with an

untraceable return address for the sender. The final mix uses this return address to mail the

sender a receipt which includes the message, the address to which it was delivered, and an indi

cation of the output batch in which it appeared.

If only registered voters are accepted for a particular roster, then it can be used to carry

out an election. Voters sign their ballots with the private inverses of their pseudonyms, before

preparing the ballots for the same sort of special handling received by the letters originally con-
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laining the pseudonyms. Anyone can count the votes in the output batch of the final mix, and

make sure that no one has voted twice, by using the public keys in the roster to check the bal

lots' signatures.

An individual might be known to an organization by a pseudonym that appears in a roster

of acceptable clients. The organization would be assured that the same client could not come to

it under different names. Even though clients are only known to an organization by their pseu

donyms, the organization can correspond with the clients via untraceable return addresses.

Conclusion

We have seen a decentralized solution to the traffic analysis problem; it is well suited to

electronic mail and other applications in which universally trusted authorities do not exist, and

in which anonymity is important.
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